New date for EMMTRC Valtramontina 2021
Dear Masters,
as you know the pandemic situation still force us to us to social distancing, lack of relationships, and a
kind of isolation.
Our hope was to arrive at the end of May and to be able to offer to all the athletes and accompanying
people an event not only purely sporting, but with a tourist and promotional connotation of
Valtramontina.
Our will was and remains to carry out a tourism-sports project that involves various realities of the local
territory, from commercial activities, to local associations, to first and second grade schools. Our desire
is to create an event that brings with it the values of participation, sharing, conviviality and relationships
with other people.
Given the current conditions all this will not be possible in the short term, and also the race conditions,
with social distancing, use of masks and limitations regarding the pre and post race do not put the
athletes in the best conditions to compete.
In this situation it is not possible:
- to guarantee an adequate hospitality to all the participants
- to provide adequate facilties
- to organise opening and closing ceremonies
- to organise social activities and to offer to all the guests the possibility to visit and discover the
beautiful Valtramontina territory
For all these reasons the E.M.A. and the Valtramontina 2021 L.O.C. have decided to postpone the
European Masters Mountain Running, Trail Running and Nordic Walking Championships; the proposed
date is 17-19 September 2021.
We are confident that the vaccination campaign scheduled for the next months will make it possible to
organize a great event.
All the registrations already sent are confirmed for the new date; if you do not intend to confirm the
registration you can ask for a partial refund of the fee paid.
We trust in your understanding and, in the meantime, don't give up and continue to run our virtual
Challenge “Road to Valtramontina”,
We hope to meet you all in Valtramontina!
For your registration: https://data.opentrack.run/en-gb/x/2021/ITA/emmtrc/
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